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Abstract
Covid-19 hasɸaɸsocially skewedɸimpactɸand prevention must be tailored specifically accordingly.ɸThe purpose is to implementɸanɸarea-specific,ɸsocial-orientedɸprevention
in residential areas, slums, etc.ɸbased onɸepidemiological data from well-defined samplesɸof the population.
Methods: Dataɸfor calculating theɸincidence rates and prevalence ratesɸare collected like forɸan epidemiological study intervention.ɸLocal councils of each district and
streets with its local characteristics, such as slum, business districts, industrial, etc.ɸimplement the data collection and assistanceɸtogether with experts from ministries
and universities.
Results: Withɸvalidɸepidemiological data as the background,ɸthe prevention is implemented in the barriers withɸthe highestɸrisks.ɸLocal councils of each district of the
city implement data collection and plan preventionɸtogether with experts from ministriesɸand universities.
ɸ Conclusion: By takingɸ Covid-19ɸ preventionɸ into a scientificɸ epidemiologicalɸ contextɸ using theɸ spatial distribution Geographic Information Systems (GIS)ɸ of the
incidenceɸ- and prevalenceɸrates, an effective social-orientedɸpreventionɸis achieved.

Introduction

Methods

Some provinces in Panama with low Covid-19 infection

Incidence rates and prevalence rates are the tools we need

rates are now being released for quarantine. The question is

to determine the risk and the relative risk in the districts. The

whether part of the cities can also be released gradually using

unique thing about using epidemiological incidence rates is that

scientific, epidemiological calculations of the area-specific

they express a risk comparable to results from other streets

risk of infection, disease and death [1,2]. Covid-19 can be

and neighbourhoods of the city, which the number of new

characterized as a natural experiment caused by forces beyond

cases of infected, sick and dead cannot be used for. The same

the control of scientists [3]. As with all diseases, Covid-19

method can be used for the large workplaces, including hospital

has a socially unequal effect and prevention must be tailored

wards for particularly vulnerable patients such as patients

specifically accordingly [4-6]. The socially skewed distribution

with lung diseases and patients on dialysis. The local councils

of those who attend the health centres affects the validity of

for each neighbourhood and streets in the city with its local

the official data from the Ministry of Health. The validity of the

characteristics, such as slums, business districts, industrial

cause of death diagnoses must be known as Covid-19 most often

districts, etc. are involved in carrying out the data collection

has a high co-morbidity [7]. None of the administrative figures

in selected samples and planning the prevention together

from the Ministry of Health for test-positive, hospitalized,

with experts from ministries and universities. Data must be

death and case fatality rates provide the necessary evidence to

collected with the same epidemiological methods for a planned

be able to organize an area-specific intervention study in the

epidemiological intervention study of disease natural history,

individual city districts. The aim is to implement targeted,

causes and measuring the impact of efforts. Properly designed

area - specific, social-oriented prevention in residential areas,

and repeated population sampling provides reliable data with

slums, etc. using epidemiological data from well-defined

mortality, incidence, and prevalence rates that can be used to

samples from the neighbourhoods and streets of the city [8].

make informed decisions about disease control strategies. The
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data collection takes place i.e. by personal visits to samples of
citizens in the neighbourhoods and streets with questionnaires
during interviews about demographics, illness, symptoms,
Covi-19 swap test and probably a blood sample for testing for
antibodies. The visit to the houses is repeated throughout the
period.

Results
With the epidemiological data as a background the
prevention is directed specifically for the neighbourhoods
with the highest risks.
The

Covid-19

prevention

is

made

into

a

scientific epidemiological context with the use of the spatial
distribution of the incidence rates with the use of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS). The intention is to use the
graph of the incidence rates of infected and dead in Rio de
Janeiro with the ability to customize differentiated prevention
in the most congested social areas in Figure 1 [9]. The collection
of data in the same neighbourhoods and streets is repeated
every 6 months in order to be able to react to the next waves of
infection. Data from the central authorities on social conditions
based on incidence rates of dead and infected are used in

COVID-19 incidence rate per 100,000 inhab.
No registered cases
0 - 14.94
14.95 - 40.99
41.00 - 123.87

addition as a background for planning a more comprehensive

123.88 - 240.63

strategic prevention with improvement of housing.

240.64 - 300.75

Discussion

The water pump i
Broad and Cambr
and Cambridge st
dead.

Figure 1: Spatial distribution of COVID-19 incidence in the City of Rio de Janeiro,
between March 6th and April 10th 2020 [9].

The worldwide response to the COVID-19 pandemic may
be the first truly global natural experiment of the modern, big
data era. Natural experiments are defined by a shift in exposure
that was caused by forces outside the researchers’ control, but
which may be used to infer the causal impact of these changes
[3]. The cholera epidemic in London in 1854 was a similar
natural experiment that led physician John Snow to recognize
that cholera was spread through contaminated drinking water
[10]. Snow prepared city maps like today’s GIS maps indicating
how many dead people were in the houses and calculated the
relative risks of cholera death and from where the drinking
water came from. Closing the contaminated wells contributed
to stopping the course of cholera. City maps indicating the dead
in the streets became an Icon of epidemiology as a necessary
scientific tool in the prevention and precursor of the modern
GIS maps, Figure 2.
Subject to underreporting and insufficient validity, the
Covid-19 mortality as of 26 July 2020 was e.g. for Spain
61, Panama 31, Slovenia 5 and Costa Rica 2 per 100,000
population. Despite a marked reduction in poverty and
unemployment in recent decades in Panama, in certain areas
of Panama City there are relatively poor areas where special

The water pump is located At the intersecƟŽŶŽĨ
Broad and Cambridge Street, the interseĐƟŽŶ ŽĨ Broad
and Cambridge street. the black bars correspond to
dead.
Figure 2: Jon Snow’s map of cholera deaths in the Broad Street area.

assistance has been deployed in this crisis. This is supported
by studies from other countries that the poorest are hardest
hit and need the most support both financially and healthwise. Experiments using localized quarantine in Israel showed
that the poor regions exhibited lower compliance with the
restrictions and that individuals from poverty areas were
associated with high rates of infection. In addition, interventions
that focus on the elderly are the most effective [11]. A study

from the USA showed that densely populated areas with air
pollution near airports have an increased risk of Covid-19
related mortality [12]. Knowledge, attitudes, and practices of
COVID-19 among low-income households in the Philippines
showed that more preventive measures were taken by those
with more knowledge of potential transmission routes [13]. In
a study from San Diego, California based on public health
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data, COVID-19 mortality was one in rural areas significantly
higher for non-English speaking people, people engaged in
agricultural work, and people living in poverty. In urban areas,
population density was significantly associated with higher
COVID 19 mortality [14]. Another study based on publicly
available health data in the United States found many counties
in the south-eastern states at particular risk for populations
with high levels of poverty, co-morbidities, and low levels
of insurance coverage [15]. The proposed detailed risk-based
considerations and controls on the requirements for opening
private and public institutions and workplaces can be applied
in the same way.

Conclusion
Consistent
with
the
recommendations
of
these
studies, more resources should be allocated to ongoing
epidemiologically based monitoring of infected and dead in
the poorest urban areas, in the long run to organize better
housing conditions and strengthen research in Covid-19
especially in the poorest areas of the country. By using
the spatial distribution Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) of the incidence and prevalence rates, an effective
Covid-19 social-oriented prevention is achieved in a
scientific epidemiological context.
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